DIRECTIONS

ADDRESS
Joachim Herz Stiftung
Langenhorner Chaussee 384
22419 Hamburg
T. +49 40 533295-0

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Via main station (approx. 40 min.)
From Hamburg’s main train station “Hauptbahnhof,” take the U1 subway in the direction of “Norderstedt Mitte” to the stop “Langenhorn Markt.” At “Langenhorn Markt,” please board bus number 292 in the direction of “Ochsenzoll” and get off at the stop “Suckweg” (“Oehleckerring” after December 13, 2014). Immediately behind the stop, you will find the Joachim Herz Stiftung. The Entrance is located in the street Oehleckerring.

Via airport (approx. 20 min.)
At the airport, please board bus number 292 in the direction of “Ochsenzoll” and get off at the stop “Suckweg” (“Oehleckerring” after December 13, 2014). Immediately behind the stop, you will find the Joachim Herz Stiftung. The Entrance is located in the street Oehleckerring.

BY CAR
Parking is available in front of the Foundation.

From the South via Langenhorner Chaussee
Turn right into the street Oehleckerring (across from the “JET” gas station). The Foundation is located on the left.

From the North via Langenhorner Chaussee
Turn left into the street Oehleckerring, then take the first turning on the right into Max-Nonne-Straße and then turn right into the Oehleckerring. The Foundation is located on the right.